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ABSTRACT: Substituent effects play critical roles in both
modulatingreaction chemistryand supramolecularself-assembly
processes.Using substituted terephthalate dianions (p-phthalic acid
dianions;PTADAs), the effectof varying the type,number,and
position of the substituents was explored in terms of their ability to
regulate the inherent anion complexation features of a tetracationic
macrocycle,cyclo[2](2,6-di(1H-imidazol-1-yl)pyridine)[2](1,4-di-
methylenebenzene) (referred to as the Texas-sized molecular box;
14+), in the form of its tetrakis-PF6− salt in DMSO.Severalof the
tested substituents,including 2-OH,2,5-di(OH),2,5-di(NH2), 2,5-
di(Me), 2,5-di(Cl), 2,5-di(Br), and 2,5-di(I), were found to promote
pseudorotaxane formation in contrastto what was seen for the
parent PTADA system. Other derivatives of PTADA, including those with 2,3-di(OH), 2,6-di(OH), 2,5-di(OMe), 2,3,5,6-tetra(Cl),
and 2,3,5,6-tetra(F) substituents,led only to so-called outside binding,where the anion interacts with 14+ on the outside ofthe
macrocyclic cavity.The differing binding modes produced by the choice ofPTADA derivative were found to regulate further
supramolecular self-assembly when the reaction components included additionalmetalcations (M). Depending on the specific
choice of PTADA derivatives and metalcations (M = Co2+, Ni2+, Zn2+, Cd2+, Gd3+, Nd3+, Eu3+, Sm3+, Tb3+), constructs involving
one-dimensional polyrotaxanes,outside-type rotaxanated supramolecular organic frameworks (RSOFs),or two-dimensional metal−
organic rotaxane frameworks (MORFs) could be stabilized. The presence and nature of the substituent were found to dictate which
specific higher order self-assembled structure was obtained using a given cation.In the specific case of the 2,5-di(OH),2,5-di(Cl),
and 2,5-di(Br) PTADA derivatives and Eu3+, so-called MORFs with distinct fluorescence emission properties could be produced.
The present work serves to illustrate how small changes in guest substitution patterns may be used to control structure well beyond
the first interaction sphere.

■INTRODUCTION
Substituent effects are ofsignificant interest to chemists1 and
material scientists.2 They also have a time-honored role in the
context of supramolecular self-assembly.3 To date,changes in
substituents have been used to modulate the structures ofa
number of key materials,including metalcoordination cages,4

supramolecular polymers,5 metal−organic frameworks
(MOFs),6 and covalentorganic frameworks(COFs).7 Sub-
stituent effects have also been used to modulate the structure
and properties of mechanically interlocked molecules (MIMs).8

In the latter context,most prior effort has focused on the
macrocycles or stopper moieties used to create catenanes or
rotaxanes.9 Few reports have considered the effect of
substituentson the linear threadingcomponent(so-called
axel); this is particularly true in the case of anionic axels.10Here
we report a detailed study wherein 12 different substituted p-
terephthalicacid dianions(PTADAs) were tested in con-
junction with the so-called Texas-sized molecular box (cyclo[2]-

(2,6-di(1H-imidazol-1-yl)pyridine)[2](1,4-dimethyleneben-
zene) (14+; studied asits tetrakis-PF6− salt). The resulting
interactions were found to support a wide range of higher-order
self-assembled multicomponent structures including: (1) those
containing either interpenetrated or outside bound dianions, (2)
pseudorotaxanescharacterized bydifferent interpenetration
modes,and in conjunction with appropriately chosen cations
both (3) metal−organic MIM species and (4) emissive MORFs,
as shown in Scheme 1. In all cases, the nature of the substituent
(H-bond donor,electron donating or withdrawing) was found
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to play a key, structure-defining role.Taken in concert,the
present findings provide support for the notion that the choice of
the anionic threading component can provide a means to guide
and regulate the self- assembly of MIM-type structures derived
from otherwise identical starting materials.

■RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Basic Interactions between 1 4+ and PTADA Deriva-

tives Bearing Different Substituents. As noted above,
understanding the factors that can be used to regulate the nature
of anion-based interpenetrated structuresmight allow novel
MIMs and associated new materials to be created. In prior work,
the p-terephthalic acid dianion (PTADA) wasfound to be
effective as a linear threading component, allowing MIMs to be
created from 14+.11However, these studies provided no insights
into whether modifications to the PTADA structure could be
used to controlthe nature of the products obtained from the
basic PTADA + 14+ self-assembly process.Therefore,we have
now expanded the scope of dianionic substrates considered as
possible threading componentsto include the 12 PTADA
derivatives shown in Scheme 2.

Interactions between 14+ and Guests 2−12 in DMSO-d6. As
a first step toward exploring functionalized PTADAs as potential
axels,we explored the interaction between 2,5-dihydroxyter-
ephthalate dianion (2,5-di(OH)PTADA; 2) and 14+. (Note: all
dianionic species considered in this study were obtained by
adding 2 molar equiv of tetramethylammonium hydroxide
(TMA+·OH−) to a DMSO-d6 solution of the corresponding
terephthalic acid derivative.) To obtain insights into the nature
of the interactions between 14+ and 2, changes in the1H NMR
spectrum were monitored as 2 was added to 14+. (Note: all NMR
spectroscopic experiments were performed in DMSO-d6.). A
Job plot analysisbased on these spectralchangeswasthen
constructed (cf. Figure S1 in the Supporting Information). The
resulting plotrevealed thatthe value for y (defined asthe
product of chemical shift change for the signal corresponding to
H(3) on 14+ and the host concentration) reached a maximum
value when the mole fraction was 0.5 ([H]/([H]+[G]),where
[H] and [G] represent [host] and [guest], respectively). While
it is subject to recognized caveats as a proof of stoichiometry,12

such a finding is consistent with a 1:1 ([H]:[G]) interaction
between 14+ and anion 2 predominating in solution.Further
support for this conclusion came from the fact that the chemical

shift changes (most notably in the imidazole C−H resonance)
observed when 14+ (maintained at 0.50 mM) was titrated with
increasing quantities of 2 fit well to a 1:1 binding model but less
well to other simple stoichiometric alternatives. Assuming a 1:1
binding interaction allowed an association constant of log Ka1=
3.9(1) to be calculated (cf. Figures S2 and S3 in the Supporting
Information).

Scheme 1. Effect of Substituents on p-Terephthalic Acid Dianions (PTADAs) in Stabilizing Different Supramolecular Constructs
via Interaction with the Cationic Macrocycle 14+ a

aVarious colors are used to denote anions in different chemicalenvironments.

Scheme 2. Structures of the Tetracationic Molecular Box
Host (14+; Studied as Its Tetrakis-PF6

− salt) and Dianionic
PTADA-Derived Guests 2−13 (as their
Tetramethylammonium (TMA+) Salts) Considered in the
Present Study
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A mixture containing 14+ and 1 molar equiv of2 was then
subject to a 2D diffusion ordered spectroscopic analysis (2D-
DOSY). Similar diffusion times for the proton signals on 14+or 2
were found.Such a finding is interpreted in terms of 14+ and 2
existing primarily in the form of a 1:1 complex, [14+·2]2+, under
the conditionsof analysis(cf. Figure S4 in the Supporting
Information). A one-dimensional nuclear Overhauser enhance-
ment (1D-NOE) spectroscopic analysis revealed cross peaks
between H(b) on 2 and H(2,3,6) on 14+; this is as expected for a
structure wherein 2 is inserted into the macrocyclic cavity of 14+

to produce a pseudorotaxane-type structure as shown in Scheme
1 (cf. Figure S5 in the Supporting Information).This binding
mode stands in contrast to what was seen for PTADA alone.11d

The interactionsbetween theother PTADA derivatives
considered in this study (i.e.,3−12) and 14+ were investigated
using similar solution-phase methods, namely1H NMR spectral
titrations, Job plots, and 2D-DOSY and 1D-NOE spectroscopy.
A binding model was considered for the host−guest interactions
with 3:2 (G:H) stoichiometry,which mirrored that seen
previouslyand included initial formation of two limiting
complexes,namely those involving 1:1 and 1:2 ([H]:[G])
ratios, before further conversion to a 2:3 host−guest complex.13

The binding stoichiometries,association constants (as log Ka),
and binding modes inferred from these studies are summarized
in Table 1 (cf. Figures S3, S8, S13, S18, S23, S28, S32, S36, S40,
S44,and S48 in the Supporting Information).

There are two types of substituent(s) that can promote anions
forming ring-through structures. One type is embodied in anions
2−4, which contain hydrogen bond donor(s) ortho to the
carboxylateunit(s). Within this set, the binding affinities
corresponding to the first host−guest interaction event follow
the order log Ka1[14+·4] > log Ka1[14+·3] > log Ka1[14+·2] (cf.
Figures S3, S8, and S13 in the Supporting Information). Under
identicalconditions of1H NMR spectralanalysis,the H(3)
signal corresponding to the pyridine subunit of 14+ was found to
shift upfield to a greater extent for 4 > 3 > 2 (cf. Figure 1). These

findingsare interpreted in termsof lone pair−π and π−π
donor−acceptor interaction(s) playing a dominant role in the
complexation.Explicit evidencefor π−π donor−acceptor
interactions came from the observation that treatment of14+

(1.00 mM in DMSO) with 1 molar equiv of dianions 2−4,as
wellas the other PTADA derivatives considered in this study,
led to the observation of a presumed charge transfer (CT) band
at longer wavelengths(cf. Figure S49 in the Supporting
Information).

The other PTADA substituentclass found to stabilize an
inserted binding mode is represented by 5−8. These four guests
lack substituents capable of supporting intramolecular hydrogen
bond interactions. Relatively strong 1:1 binding affinities on the
order of log Ka1[14+·5] > log Ka1[14+·6] ≈ log Ka1[14+·7] > log
Ka1[14+·8] were deduced from the associated1H NMR spectral
titrations. In the case of 5, the addition of ≤1 molar equiv of the
dianionic guest to 1 4+ leads to a broadeningand then
disappearance of the signalcorresponding to proton H(1) on
the macrocyclichost (cf. Figure S17 in the Supporting
Information). This finding is taken as evidencethat the
complexation between 5 and 14+ is dynamic and occurs on the
NMR time scale.In contrast,only one set of proton signals is
observed when analogous titrations are carried out with 6, 7, or
8, a finding interpreted in terms of fast exchange between the
bound and unbound forms (i.e.,[14+·anion] and free 14+ +
anion) at room temperature. It is to be noted that adding near or
less than 1 molarequiv of these dianionic guests induces a
downfield shift in the H(1) resonance of 14+as follows: 6 > 7 > 8
(cf. Figure 2a). Meanwhile, the upfield chemical shift change for
the H(3) resonance decreases with increasing guestconcen-

Table 1. Summary of the Interactions between PTADA
Derivatives 2−12 and 14+ as Inferred from NMR
Spectroscopic Analyses Carried Out in DMSO-d6

a

guest [H]:[G] log Ka moded

PTADA 1:1b 3.5(1) outside
2 1:1b 3.9(1) inserte

3 2:3c 5.0(1),3.7(2),3.3(3) inserte

4 2:3c 5.6(1),3.8(2),3.3(3) inserte

5 1:1b 5.3(1) inserte

6 1:1b 5.1(1) inserte

7 1:1b 5.1(1) inserte

8 1:1b 4.3(1) inserte

9 1:1b 4.7(1) outside
10 1:1b 4.0(1) outside
11 1:1b 5.8(1) outside
12 1:1b 4.9(1) outside

aEquations governing the relevant equilibria are given in the following

t w o f o o t n o t e s .b
 H IooH G HG
Ka1[ ] + [ ] [ ]. c

 H IooH G HG
Ka1[ ] + [ ] [ ],

HIooHG G HG
K

2
a2[ ] + [ ] [ ], HIooHG HG H G

K

2 2 3
a3[ ] + [ ] [ ]. dMode inferred

from 1D-NOE spectroscopic studies (cf.Figures S5,S10,S15,S20,
S25,S29,and S33 in the Supporting Information).e“Insert” means
the guest anion threads through the center ofthe host molecule to
form a pseudorotaxane; see text for details.

Figure 1. Chemical shift change values of H(3) on 14+ (H) as the [G]/
[H] ratio is varied during the course of1H NMR spectroscopic titration
experiments performed by adding 2,3,or 4 (G; labeled with black■ ,
red● , and blue▲ ”, respectively) into a solution of 14+·4PF6− (kept
constant at 0.500 mM) (298 K; DMSO-d6; 600 MHz).

Figure 2. Chemical shift change values seen for the H(1) (a) and H(3)
(b) resonances of 14+·4PF6− (maintained at 0.500 mM) as a function of
increasing [G]/[H] (G = 5, 6, 7, or 8, labeled with magenta▼ , black■ ,
red● , and blue▲ , respectively, and H = 14+) as measured via1H NMR
spectraltitrations carried out under otherwise identicalexperimental
conditions (298 K; DMSO-d6; 600 MHz). Note: in the case of 14+ and
5,precipitation occurred when the [G]/[H] ratio exceeded 0.8.
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tration in the order 5 > 6 ≈ 7 > 8 (cf.Figure 2b),as do the
calculated 1:1 log Ka1 values.These results are interpreted in
terms of a balance between (1) steric effects, which would lead
the carboxylate anions to adopt a more orthogonal orientation
relative to the phenylcore,and (2) electronic effects,which
would affect the charge density on the anion. Nevertheless, it is
important to note that substituents as large as bromine may be
tolerated at the 2- and 5-positions of the PTADA core without
triggering an appreciable reduction in the anion binding affinity.

1D-NOE spectral analyses of 1:1 mixtures of the 2,3- and 2,6-
dihydroxy PTADA derivatives 9 and 10,respectively,and 14+

revealed no discernible correlation-ascribable signals in either
case.The same was true for the 2,5-dimethoxy and tetrachloro
derivatives 11 and 12,respectively.This was taken as evidence
that these latter anions bind 14+ via a so-called outside binding
mode,as was found initially in the case ofthe unsubstituted
parent, PTADA.11d

Further evidence that anions 2−12 would associate with 14+

came from electrospray ionization high-resolution mass
spectrometric (ESI-HRMS) analyses.For instance,ESI-HRMS
analyses ofcomplexes containing 14+ and 2 revealed a peak
corresponding to [14+ + 2-H] •+ (m/z 825.2879;calcd m/z
825.2898)(cf. Table S1 in the SupportingInformation).
Analogous samples derived from the other tested anionic guests
(i.e., 3−12) were also obtained and analyzed. Again, evidence of
complex formation was seen in all cases (cf. Figures S50−S60 in
the Supporting Information).

Interactions between 14+ and Guests 2−12 in the Solid
State. In order to obtain additionalinsightsinto the likely
binding modes forthe complexes formed from 14+ and the
variousanionic guests2−12, an effort wasmade to obtain
diffraction-grade crystals of the adducts [14+·n]2+ (n = 2−12).
As initially inferred from the 1D-NOE studies (vide supra), the
resulting structures revealed that guests 2−8 thread through the
cavity of 14+ to give pseudorotaxane-type complexes. However,
the specifics were found to vary according to the class of PTADA
derivative employed.

The intramolecularhydrogen bondsin 2−4 invoked to
rationalize the solution-phase binding behavior were seen in the
solid-state structures of complexes 14+·22·2DMF·6H2O, (2H+·
14+)·3·(H+·3)4·4H2O, and 14+·42·16H2O. Here, the host adopts
a “boxlike” conformation.The carboxylate anion in these three
bound guestswasfound to be relatively coplanarwith the
benzene ring.Presumably,this favorsπ−π donor−acceptor
interactions with 14+and accounts in part for the observed insert
binding mode. Consistent with this supposition are the relatively
short separations (around 3.3 Å) seen between the benzene
rings in 2−4 and the nitrogen atoms on the pyridine rings of 14+

in the case of complexes 14+·22·2DMF·6H2O, (2H+·14+)·3·(H+·
3)4·4H2O, and 14+·42·16H2O (cf. Figure 3c).Short distances
(≤3.25 Å) between the oxygen atom of the −OH moieties and
the nitrogen atom ofthe −NH2 substituent on 2−4 and the
bridging benzene rings on 14+ were also seen.

Another insertbinding mode was found in the complexes
formed from 5−8 as inferred from the single-crystal structures of
14+·52·14H2O, 14+·62·12H2O, 14+·72·10H2O, and 14+·82·10H2O·
CH3CN (cf. Figure 4). It is noteworthy that 14+ adopts a “chair”
conformation in these complexes; this stands in contrast with
the “box” mode seen in the above studies.Nevertheless,the
carboxylate moietiesare again essentially orthogonalto the
linking benzene ring.This resultsin an opening up of the
structures and formation of pseudorotaxanes where the central
phenylof the anionic guests is perpendicular to the benzene

plane on the macrocycle 14+. The shortest distance between the
C atom of the CH3 substituent on 5, or the Cl, Br, or I atoms on
6−8, to the two pyridine rings of 14+ is around 3.5 Å, while the
distance between the benzene ring on the guest and the pyridine
ring on 14+ is ca.3.0 Å (cf.Figure 4).

Consistent with what was inferred from the solution studies
discussed above,guests 9−12 allinteract with 14+ via outside
binding modes in the solid state, as determined via single-crystal
X-ray diffraction analyses (cf.Figure 5). This mirrors what was
seen in the case of14+ and the parentPTADA guest,the
structure of which (14+·PTADA2·16H2O) is also shown in
Figure 5 for comparison.11d Presumably,a combination of
attractive π−π donor−acceptor,hydrogen-bond,and electro-

Figure 3.Top (a1−a3), side (b1−b3), and front (c1−c3) views of the
solid-statestructuresof 14+·22·2DMF·6H2O, (2H+·14+)·3·(H+·3)4·
4H2O and 14+·42·16H2O, respectively,highlighting key distances and
the overall “box” conformations of 14+ seen in these three complexes.
Selected key distances are shown to aid in visualization, as is the “box”
conformation of 14+ in outline form. The red, blue, and light blue balls
represent selected carboxylate O, host pyridine N, and guest (4) amino
N atoms, respectively.Some or all of the counteranions,solvent
molecules,and hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity.

Figure 4.Top (a1−a4), side (b1−b4), and front (c1−c4) views of the
single-crystal structures of 14+·52·14H2O, 14+·62·12H2O, 14+·72·10H2O,
and 14+·82·10H2O·CH3CN, respectively,highlighting some key
distancesand the “twist chair” conformation of14+ seen in these
complexes. Selected key distances are shown to aid in visualization, as is
the “twist chair” conformation of 14+ in outline form.The red,gray,
green,brown,and purple balls represent selected O,methyl C,Cl, Br,
and I atoms on the threading anions 5−8,respectively.Some or all of
the counteranions,solvent molecules,and hydrogen atoms have been
omitted for clarity.
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static interactionsserve to stabilize the observed extracavity
binding,while presumably unfavorable steric effectsmilitate
againstpseudorotaxane formation (cf.Figure 5 and Figures
S70−S73 in the Supporting Information). As detailed below, an
effort was made to gain greater insight into the relative
importance of these various putative influences.

On the basis of the above results, we conclude that when the
size of the substituent lies between those of −H and −OMe and
the PTADA core is monosubstituted orpara-disubstituted,
pseudorotaxane complexes with 14+ are stabilized.Unsubsti-
tuted, ortho- or meta-disubstituted, and more sterically hindered
versions of PTADA tend to bind outside of macrocycle 14+. The
type of structure formed with PTADA-type substrates can thus
now be predicted with some degree of confidence.

Interactions between 14+ and Guests 2−13 as Probed
Using Calculations. Theoretical calculations were carried out in
an effort to obtain additional insight into the interactions
between 14+ and each anionic precursor (i.e., PTADA or anions
2−13). Using the single-crystal structures reported in this study
as the starting point,37 outside and 4 interpenetrated binding
modes (cf.Table S5 in the Supporting Information) involving
14+ and these anionswere considered using the molecular
mechanics(MM+) force field and semiempiricalmethods
(PM3) included in the HyperChem 7.5 program. Both vacuum
and aqueoussolutions(concentrationsof 0.1 M in each
componentwere considered in these calculations.The most
stable outside and insert modes for each host−guest complex
were then compared.The energy difference between these two
limiting binding modes was considered to reflect the
thermodynamic propensity ofany given pair to stabilize a
pseudorotaxane structure,as opposed to one involving only an
outside interaction (cf. Figure 6 and the Supporting
Information).

The calculation results lead us to suggestthat the anionic
substrates PTADA,2−4, 9, and 10 will adopt the inset mode,
In1, when they thread through the cavity of 14+. This
calculation-based finding is consistent with the pseudorotaxane
structures [14+·n] (n = 2−4) seen in the single-crystalX-ray
diffraction structures of 14+·22·2DMF·6H2O, (2H+·14+)·3·(H+·
3)4·4H2O, and 14+·42·16H2O. In contrast, guests 5−8 and 11−
13 insert into 14+ via a second mode, In2, as represented by the
interpenetrated structures seen for [14+·n] (n = 5−8) in single-
crystal structuresof 14+·52·14H2O, 14+·62·12H2O, 14+·72·

10H2O, and 14+·82·10H2O·CH3CN. An outside binding mode,
Out1, was found to be preferred in the case of PTADA, 2−4, 9,
and 10. Mode Out2 is possible for anions 5−8 and 11−13. It is
noteworthy that all the tested anion precursors adopt two stable
conformations. In one mode, the carboxylate moiety is coplanar
with the central benzene ring (e.g., PTADA, 2−4, 9, and 10). All
of these anions favor either the In1 or Out1 binding modes
when they are allowed to interact with 14+. Another mode in
seen in the case of anions 5−8 and 11−13. Here, the carboxylate
subunits are perpendicular to the benzene plane.These anions
interact with 14+ preferably through the In2 or Out2 modes.

The ΔEin−out values summarized in Table 2 provide support
for the notion that the inset mode is more stable than outside
binding in all cases under vacuum.However,solution effects
play an importantrole in defining the complexation mode.
Specifically,we have found through these calculations that in
water pseudorotaxane formation is favored in the case of 2−8.
However,outside binding is still seen in the complexes
containing PTADA and 9−13.

The above findings,considered in concert,provide support
for the notion that the substituents on the anion not only change
the electronic and steric features of what are ostensibly similar
substrates but can also induce changes in the conformation of
the carboxylate moieties (i.e., −CO2

− moieties that are coplanar
vs perpendicular to the linking benzene ring). This latter change
appears to have a large effect on whether an insert or outside
binding mode is favored. The substituents on the anion skeleton
appear to affect the relative stability of the outside and inside
modes.In other words,we suggestthat the experimentally
determined differencesreflect thermodynamicrather than
kinetic control.

Effect of Anionic Substituents on the Higher-Order
Self-Assembly of 14+ and Metal Cations (M). Multi-
componentSelf-Assembly:Comparison among PTADA or
2, 14+, and M (M = Co2+, Ni2+, Zn2+). The fact that different
binding modes with 14+ could be stabilized via the choice of
substituent on the PTADA core led us to explore how,or if,
these initialstructuraldifferences might translate into control
over the preparation of higher order self-assembled species.In
an initial set of studies, 14+ (2.0 mM), 2 (6.0 mM), and M (M =
Co2+, Ni2+, Zn2+; 12.0 mM as their NO3− salts) were mixed in
DMF/CH3CN/H 2O (1/1/1, v/v/v) and allowed to stand
uncapped for3 days to 2 weeks.This “one-pot” procedure
yielded diffraction-gradecrystals of [14+·23·Co2+·4H2O]·
18H2O, [14+·23·Ni2+·4H2O]·2DMF·7H2O, and [14+·23·Zn2+·
4H2O]·13H2O.

Single-crystalX-ray diffraction analysesrevealed thefor-
mation of1D metal−organic polyrotaxanes,[14+·2·M]n (M =
Co2+, Ni2+, Zn2+), in all three cases (cf.Figure 7b).In these
structures, the anionic guest 2 inserts into 14+ to provide a formal
pseudorotaxanesubunit.Cation coordination by a pair of
carboxylgroupsfrom neighboring pseudorotaxane subunits

Figure 5. Top (a1−e1) and side (a2−e2) views of the “twist chair”
conformation of 14+ with the guest PTADA, 9, 10, 11, or 12 as seen in
the single crystal structures of 14+·PTADA2·16H2O (a), 14+·92·14H2O
(b), 14+·102·12H2O (c), 14+·112·7H2O (d), 14+·122·DMF·7H2O (e),
respectively.Some or all of the counteranions,solvent molecules,and
hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity.

Figure 6. Chemicalpseudoequilibrium between limitingexternal
(“outside) and internal (“insert”) binding modes.
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then serves to produce the observed 1D polyrotaxane necklace-
like structures (cf. Figure 7c). In contrast to what was seen in the
metal-free pseudorotaxane formed from 14+ and 2 (i.e.,14+·22·
2DMF·6H2O), where the benzene ring on 2 is orthogonal to the
benzene ring of 14+, in these three cation-containing
polyrotaxanes the benzene ring on 2 is parallel to the benzene

ring of 14+. Of note is that formation of the carboxylate−cation
coordination bonds servesto weaken the intramolecular
hydrogen bondsbetween thesubstituent(−OH) and the
carboxylate anion,which frees up the hydroxyl groups to form
hydrogen bonds with the imidazole C−H protons present in 14+

Table 2. Pictorial Representations of the Lowest Energy External and Internal Binding Modes and the Difference between the
Minimum Internal Binding Energy (Ein) and the Minimum External Binding Energy (Eout) as Calculated under Vacuum and in
Water using HyperChem7.5

ΔEin−out = Ein − Eout (kcal/mol)a

G most stable insert complex most stable outside binding method Ab method Bb method Cb method Db

PTADA In1 Out1 −11.88 7.86 10.74 41.53
2 In1 Out1 −11.23 1.3 −3.94 −6.92
3 In1 Out1 −13.4 1.36 −12.95 −2.79
4 In1 Out1 −13.95 0.33 −1.26 −12.88
5 In2 Out2 −10.53 −8.64 −9.34 −12.07
6 In2 Out2 −10.36 −6.48 −11.53 −10.56
7 In2 Out2 −10.31 −6.68 2.68 −28.99
8 In2 Out2 −11.12 −5.57 8.39 −27.96
9 In1 Out1 −12.99 1.01 2.7 7.08
10 In1 Out1 −12.96 −0.45 26.07 245.9
11 In2 Out2 −6.84 −11.19 15.94 5.03
12 In2 Out2 −5.54 10.58 63.55 53.40
13 In2 Out2 −6.16 3.28 84.53 6.67

aEin and Eout are the respective atomic reaction formation energies.ΔEin−out is the enthalpy change from the “outside” binding mode structure,
considered as the initial state, to the insert binding mode structure taken as the final state.bA−D represent respectively four simulation approaches:
molecular mechanics (MM+) force field under vacuum,semiempirical methods (PM3) under vacuum,molecular mechanics (MM+) force field in
water,and semiempiricalmethods (PM3) in water.Solvation was accounted for by applying a 2.55 nm × 2.55 nm × 2.55 nm periodic box.

Figure 7. (a) Schematic representation showing the proposed formation of the metal−organic 1D polyrotaxane consisting of [14+·2·M]n (M = Co2+,
Ni2+, Zn2+) and outside binding structure ofthe complexes formed with 14+, M, and PTADA.(b) Top view of single-crystalstructures of1D
polyrotaxanes [14+·2·M]n (M = Co2+, Ni2+, Zn2+). (c) Separate structure without MIMs formed among 14+, PTADA,and Co2+, Ni2+, or Zn2+ as
determined via single-crystal structural analysis of [14+·PTADA3·Co2+·6H2O]·2DMF·2H2O, [14+·PTADA4·Ni2+

2·6H2O]·34H2O, and [14+
2·PTADA9·

Zn2+
6·12H2O]·2OH−·88.5H2O. All metal atoms are highlighted as blue balls. Different colors are used for the anions to illustrate the different local

chemical environments. Some or all of the counteranions,solvent molecules, and hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity.
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(cf. Figure 7b).Presumably,these ancillary interactions add
stability to the overall complex.

In order to assess the effect of the −OH substituents present
in 2, analogousstudieswere carried out using the parent
PTADA system. However, in contrast to what was seen for [14+·
2·M]n (M = Co 2+, Ni2+, Zn2+), these crystallization efforts
yielded only discrete structuresconsisting of[14+·PTADA3·
Co2+·6H2O]·2DMF·2H 2O, [1 4+·PTADA 4·Ni 2+

2·6H2O]·
34H2O, and [1 4+

2·PTADA9·Zn2+
6·12H2O]·2OH−·88.5H2O.

Specifically,variousarrangementsof dianionsand hydrated
metal cations are seen to reside outside the core of 14+ (cf. Figure
7c). Presumably,this reflects the factthat PTADA per se is
ineffective at stabilizing an insert-type pseudorotaxane structure.
The difference between the structures formed with 2 and with
PTADA provided us with a preliminary indication that,in
systems involving complexation with 14+, small changes in guest
structure can serve to controlstructure wellbeyond the first
coordination sphere.

Complexation between PTADA or 2 and Co2+ was
considered in the context ofthe pseudoequilibrium shown in
Scheme 3. A MM+ force field calculations was carried out under

vacuum and in aqueous solution (0.1 M for each component).
The results obtained proved to be consistent with the inference
that, in comparison with PTADA, 2 is a better ligand for M (M =
Co2+, Ni2+, Zn2+) (cf. Table 3 and Table S12 the Supporting
Information).

Moreover, three-component self-assembly, [14+·23·M·5H2O]
(M = Co2+, Ni2+, Zn2+), was considered in the reaction between
an inserted anion and M(H2O)6. The resulting calculation-

derived results provide support for the conclusion that 2 is more
efficient in stabilizing species such as [14+·23·M·5H2O] (M =
Co2+, Ni2+, Zn2+) (cf. Scheme 4 , Table 4, and Tables S11−S12
in the Supporting Information).

In comparison with PTADA, dianion 2 is better able to form
metal complexes (a presumed thermodynamic effect) and thus
promote multicomponent self-assembly, a conclusion supported
by both experimental findings and theory. To the extent such a
supposition is correct, it provides further support for the notion
that the substituent(s) on the anion affectnot only initial
supramolecular complex formation but also the ensuing metal-
based self-assembly.

Multicomponent Self-AssemblyComparison among
PTADA or 2, 14+, and Cd2+. An effort wasthen made to
explore the effectof largermetal cationson the basic self-
assembly procedure.In the specific case ofCd2+ diffraction-
gradecrystalsof what proved to be self-assembled multi-
component structures could be obtained by mixing Cd(NO3)2·
4H2O and 14+ with either 2 or 13 in DMF/H2O (1/1, v/v). In
contrast,only metal-free constructscontaining 14+ and the
dianions in question were found for 9−12. The MOF structure
containing PTADA and Cd2+was obtained in the absence of 14+.
An analysis ofsingle crystals of[14+·23·Cd2+·2H2O]·12H2O·
DMF revealed a 1D polyrotaxane structure (Figure 8).In
contrast, 13 (i.e., 2,3,5,6-tetra(F)PTADA)was found to
stabilize an anionic MOF wherein both the anion-coordinated

Scheme 3. Complexation Process between M (M = Co2+, Ni2+,
Zn2+) and PTADA or 2 Shown in the Form of a Chemical
Equilibriuma

aEI, EII, and EW are their atomic reaction formation energies.ΔEGM is
the enthalpy change from complex I as the initialstate to complex II
as the finalstate.

Table 3. Energy Difference (kcal/mol) between the Metal
Complex and Hydrogen Bond Induced Complex (Structures
on the Right and Left of Scheme 3, Respectively) Calculated
under Vacuum and Water Solution Conditions using
Hyperchem 7.5

ΔEGM − ΔEW (kcal/mol)

methoda anion Co2+ Ni2+ Zn2+

A PTADA 0.71 0.68 0.93
2 −0.21 −0.01 0.16

C PTADA 7.38 −4.92 −2.58
2 −4.01 −14.55 −12.24

aA and C represent respectively differentsimulation approaches:
molecular mechanics (MM+) under vacuum and in water. Solvation is
accounted for by applying a 2.55 nm × 2.55 nm × 2.55 nm periodic
box.

Scheme 4. Possible Interactions among 14+, M (M = Co2+,
Ni2+, Zn2+), and PTADA or 2 Shown in the Form of a
Chemical Equilibriuma

aEIII , EIV, and EW are the formation energies.ΔEHGM is the enthalpy
change from the ternary complex III as the initial state to the ternary
complex IV as the finalstate.

Table 4. Energy Difference (kcal/mol) between the Metal
Complex and Hydrogen Bond Induced Complex (Structures
on the Right and Left of Scheme 4, Respectively) Calculated
under Vacuum and Water Solution Conditions Using
Hyperchem 7.5

ΔEHGM − ΔEW (kcal/mol)

methoda anion Co2+ Ni2+ Zn2+

A PTADA −10.15 −5.92 −6.64
2 −11.52 −11.53 −11.27

C PTADA 20.94 20.91 33.80
2 −17.64 −29.75 −33.17

aA and C represent respectivelydifferent simulation approaches
involving the molecular mechanics (MM+) force field applied under
vacuum and in water.Solvation is accounted for by applying a 2.55
nm × 2.55 nm × 2.55 nm periodic box.
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metal complex (i.e., 134·Cd2+
2·2H2O) and the tetracationic box

14+ are located in the cavity.Thus,even though self-assembly
occurs, no interpenetrated structure was obtained. The contrast
between what was seen with 2 and 13 (and other anions tested)
lends further support to the notion that substituent effects can
play a key role in regulating the self-assembly ofostensibly
similar molecular- and atomic-scale building blocks.

Comparison of the Multicomponent Self-Assembly
Achieved Using PTADA or2, 14+, and Lanthanide Metal
Cations M (M = Tb3+, Gd3+, Sm3+, Tb3+, Nd3+). As a complement
to the above studies, efforts were made to explore the extended
structures.if any,stabilized by the lanthanide metalcations.

Cations of the lanthanide series are generally considered to be
relatively hard Lewis acids and have been recognized for their all-
important roles in catalysis and optical materials.14 In previous
work,PTADA was found capable of supporting a rotaxanated
supramolecularorganic framework(RSOF), [14+·PTADA5·
Gd3+

2·8H2O]n, when it wascocrystallized with Gd3+ in the
presence of 14+ (cf. Figure 9c).11aTo test the effect of replacing
PTADA by 2, an analogouscrystalgrowth procedure was
employed.Specifically,2 molar equiv of gadolinium nitrate
hydrate (Gd(NO3)3·6H2O) was dissolved in a glassvial
containing 0.1 mL ofwater.Then, 1 molar equiv of 14+ (2
mM) was added. Finally, a 5 molar equiv solution of 2 in DMF/
H2O (1/1, v/v) was layered slowly with a DMF/H2O mixture of
(1/1, v/v). After the mixture was allowed to stand for 2 weeks,
diffraction-grade single-crystal samples of [14+·25·Gd3+

2·6H2O]·
H2O·4DMF were obtained.

In the case ofthe previously reported RSOF formed with
PTADA, 14+, and Gd3+, the rotaxane units are connected by
intermolecularhydrogen bonds.11a In marked contrast,the
RSOF produced with 2, namely [14+·25·Gd3+

2·6H2O]n, consists
of a more complex 2D layered metal−organic rotaxane
framework (2D MORF).In this MORF,dianion 2 is threaded
through the cavity of 14+ in a manner analogous to what was seen
in the 1D polyrotaxanes [14+·2·M]n (M = Co 2+, Ni2+, Zn2+)
discussed above. The rotaxane repeating units are connected via
coordination bonds.This creates a rotaxaned network wherein
the individual network layers are further connected by apparent
hydrogen-bonding interactions to give the finalstructure (cf.
Figure 9b).

To explore whetherthe structuraldifferencescaused by
formally replacing PTADA with 2 would be recapitulated in the
caseof other trivalent lanthanidecations, similar multi-
component“one-pot” self-assembly procedureswith 2, 14+,
and M (M = Nd3+, Sm3+, Eu3+, Tb3+) were carried out (Table 5).
In contrastto the 3D MORFs obtained in the case ofprior

Figure 8.Top view of the basic unit (a1) and truncated view of the
polyrotaxane(a2) found in the structureof [14+·23·Cd2+·2H2O]·
12H2O·DMF. Also shown is the anionic unit (b1) present in the MOF
produced from 13,Cd2+, and 14+ and (b2) a partialview of the more
extended structure comprising [14+·134·Cd2+

2·2H2O]·DMF.

Figure 9. (a) Schematic representation showing the proposed formation of the 2D MORFs consisting of [14+·22·M2] n (M = Nd3+, Sm3+, Eu3+, Gd3+, or
Tb3+) and rotaxane or 3D MORF structures formed from 14+, M, and PTADA or 2. (b) 2D MORF structures formed from 14+, M (M = Nd3+, Sm3+,
Eu3+, Gd3+, or Tb3+), and 2. (c) RSOF or 3D MORF structure formed among 14+, M (M = Gd3+, Sm3+, Tb3+, Nd3+), and PTADA. All metal atoms are
shown as blue balls.Colors are used to highlight the different local chemical environments of the various linking anions.
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studies involving PTADA (cf. Figure 9b),11bthe introduction of
hydroxyl substituents on the 2 - and 5-positions of the PTADA
core (i.e., to produce 2) gave rise to similar 2D MORFs, namely
[14+·25·M2·6H2O]·4H2O·4DMF (M = Nd3+, Sm3+, Eu3+, Tb3+),

in the case of all four test cations.These 2D MORFsare
essentially identicalwith the structure formed via the self-
assembly of Gd3+, 2, and 14+(cf. Figure 9b). However, they differ
from what is obtained from the combination of Gd3+,
unsubstituted PTADA, and 14+. Taken in concert, these findings
provide further support for the proposition that the structures of
metal-based frameworks produced from the tetracationic host
14+, lanthanide(III) cations,and PTADA-type anions depend
on not only the choice ofcation butalso the nature ofthe
dianionic guest.

The anion precursordependenceon the structureand
emission properties is seen in the multicomponent self-assembly
among 14+, Eu3+, and anion PTADA, 2, 6, or 7. Dianions 6 and 7
were used to test further the extent to which substituent-based
precursor differences could affect the above multicomponent,
metal-based self-assemblyprocess.Using crystal growth
procedures analogous to those used to obtain the 2D MORFs,
[14+·25·M2] n (M = Gd3+, Eu3+, Nd3+, Sm3+, Tb3+), a combination
of 6 or 7, Eu3+, and 14+ yielded diffraction-quality single crystals
of [14+·68·Eu3+

4·4H2O]·4H2O·3DMF and [14+·78·Eu3+
4·6H2O]·

18.5H2O, respectively (cf.Figure 10). In contrast to the MIMs
produced with PTADA or 2, where changesin the anion

Table 5. Summary of Guest (PTADA or 2), 14+, and M Three-
Component Self-Assembled Structures

anionic precursor

PTADA 2

metal mode type mode type
Co2+ outside inside polyrotaxane
Ni2+

Zn2+

Gd3+ inside RSOFs inside MORFs

Nd3+ inside 3D MORFs inside MORFs
Sm3+

Eu3+

Tb3+

Figure 10. Single-crystal X-ray structures (a) and 3D-framework structures (b) of [14+·PTADA5·Eu3+
2·3H2O]n, [14+·25·Eu3+

2·6H2O]n, [14+·68·Eu3+
4·

4H2O]n, [14+·78·Eu3+
4·6H2O]n, [14+·PTADA5·Eu3+

2·3H2O]·16H2O (MORF-Eu), [14+·25·Eu3+
2·6H2O]·4H2O·4DMF (MORF-di(OH)-Eu), [14+·68·

Eu3+
4·4H2O]·4H2O·3DMF (MORF-di(Cl)-Eu),and [14+·78·Eu3+

4·6H2O]·18.5H2O (MORF-di(Br)-Eu) as determined via single-crystalX-ray
diffraction analyses.All metal atoms are shown as blue balls.Different colors are used to highlight the different local chemical environments of the
various linking anions.Luminescence microscopic photos (c) ofeach single crystalin (a) under conditions of365 nm illumination.(d) Solid
photoluminescence spectra of each single crystal in (a) obtained using an excitation wavelength of 424 nm.
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conformation and binding orientation are seen in the presence
of M, in the case ofthe MIMs derived from 6 or 7 similar
interpenetrated binding modesare found in the absence or
presence of the Eu3+ metal cation. Specifically, the benzene ring
of the anionic guestadoptsa near-verticalorientation with
respectto the benzene bridge presentin 14+. Moreover,in
contrast to what was found in the 2D MORFs produced with
PTADA or 2 and variouslanthanide(III) cations,the Eu3+

centers in [14+·68·Eu3+
4·4H2O]·4H2O·3DMF and [14+·78·Eu3+

4·
6H2O]·18.5H2O serve to link dimeric structures,producing
ultimately 3D MORF-type constructs.

The emissive featuresof the higher-orderself-assemblies
produced from various combinations of Eu3+, 14+, and PTADA
and its derivatives were also found to depend on the choice of
anionic guest.These differencesare readily apparentto the
unaided eye in that different colors are seen for crystals of [14+·
PTADA5·Eu3+

2·3H2O]n, [14+·25·Eu3+
2·6H2O]n, [14+·68·Eu3+

4·
4H2O]n, and [14+·78· Eu3+

4·6H2O]n on excitation with 365 nm
light (cf. Figure 10 and Figure S109 in the Supporting
Information).The differences in the corresponding emission
spectra, including the peak wavelength, λEm.max, and the lifetime,
τ, are summarized in Table 6. The underlying data are included
in the Supporting Information (cf.section S11).

Particularly notable differences are seen in the λEm.maxvalue of
[14+·25·Eu3+

2·6H2O]n relative to the other three structures.
Complexes [14+·PTADA5·Eu3+

2·3H2O]n, [14+·68·Eu3+
4·4H2O]n,

and [1 4+·78·Eu3+
4·6H2O] n give rise to an intense red

luminescence upon excitation at 365 nm. Their emission spectra
are characterized by three intense features centered at 592 nm, at
around 617 nm, and at around 696 nm (λEx= 424 nm) that are
assigned to5D0 → 7F1, 5D0 → 7F2, and5D0 → 7F4 transitions,
respectively. In contrast, under 365 nm UV light, [14+·25·Eu3+

2·
6H2O]n appears purple to the naked eye. The emission spectrum
of this complex includes bands at 521,661,and 720 nm (λEx =
424 nm), respectively, that are ascribed to5D4 → 7F3, 5D0 → 7F3,
and5D0 → 7F4 transitions,respectively.This complex also had
the smallest τ value. The unique nature of [14+·25·Eu3+

2·6H2O]n
leadsus to propose that, as a consequenceof an −OH
substituent effect,15 there is effective energy transfer from the
ligand 2 to the Eu3+ center ion in this complex that is not seen in
the case of the corresponding species prepared from PTADA, 6,
or 7. More broadly,this combination offindingsservesto
underscore further how smalldifferences in the anionic guest
can translate into readily discernible differencesin the bulk
properties of self-assembled complexesgenerated under
ostensibly identical conditions.

■CONCLUSION
In summary,we have shown here how modest changes in the
substituent on a PTADA core can influence the interaction of
such anionic precursorswith the cation macrocycle14+.
Monosubstituted or para-disubstituted derivativesbearing

relativelysmall substituents(e.g., 2-OH, 2,5-di(OH), 2,5-
di(NH2), 2,5-di(Me), 2,5-di(Cl), 2,5-di(Br), or 2,5-di(I))
support the formation of pseudorotaxane structures when they
are combined with 14+. In contrast,PTADA itself and its 2,3-
di(OH), 2,6-di(OH), and 2,3,5,6-tetra(Cl) derivatives give rise
to complexes characterized by so-called outside binding when
they are allowed to interact with 14+. A combination of steric,
electronic,and intramolecular hydrogen-bonding effects within
the PTADA derivatives is thoughtto dictate which binding
mode prevails.Dianionic guestsubstituenteffectsare also
manifested in terms ofdictating structures whose complexity
extends beyond the first coordination sphere.For instance,the
introduction of a specific substituent (i.e.,2,5-di(OH)) on the
PTADA core (to give 2) serves to convert formally PTADA
containing complexes characterized by externalself-assembly
(M = Ni2+, Co2+, Zn2+, Cd2+) into polyrotaxane structures.We
have also found that the tetra(F) PTADA derivative (i.e.,13)
stabilizes an unusual anionic MOF,wherein the cationic 14+ is
included into the hole ofthe MOF on crystallization under
standard conditions.Likewise,the use of 2 in lieu of PTADA
serves to convert the RSOF (M = Gd3+) or 3D MORFs (M =
Eu3+, Nd3+, Sm3+, Tb3+) seen with PTADA into new 2D MORFs
(M = Gd3+, Eu3+, Nd3+, Sm3+, Tb3+). In addition,it was found
that, when PTADA and its 2,5-di(OH),2,5-di(Cl),and 2,5-
di(Br) substituted derivatives (i.e., 2, 6, or 7) are combined with
14+ and Eu3+, MORFs are produced that are characterized by
different structural and fluorescence features.We thus propose
that a modest variation in the guest substitution patterns could
emerge as a useful means of controlling structure over a variety
of length scales,including those that extend beyond the initial
host−guest recognition and cation coordination spheres. To the
extent this proves true,it could allow a useful approach to the
preparation of complexMIMs with novel luminescentor
functional features.
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